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VICTAM International 2019 –

Europe’s largest feed
& grain event on track
for record numbers
The event will be organised from June 12 – 14, 2019
at the KoelnMesse in Cologne, Germany and will
display the latest technology, ingredients and additives
available to manufacture and process feed for animals,
pets and aquatics. Together with a wide range of
necessary ancillary equipment – silos, conveyors,
bagging, elevators, etc., the exhibition also showcases
the newest equipment for grain, rice and flour milling
and biomass wood pelleting.
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Like the last edition, in 2015, Victam
International B.V. expects that the 2019
edition will sell out again. Exhibitors like
Kemin, Bühler, Riela, Famsun, SonacDarling Ingredients, CPM, Geelen
Counterflow, Andritz and many more have
already booked. For an up-to-date
exhibitor list and floorplan, please visit
www.victaminternational.com.
In conjunction with VICTAM International
are the GRAPAS (grain processing and
flour milling) and FIAAP (feed ingredients
and additives) exhibitions. A series of high
quality industry conferences will take place
during the exhibition: Petfood Forum
Europe 2019, Aquafeed Horizons 2019,
Feed Strategy Conference Europe 2019
continued on page 3 ®®
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®® continued from page 1

Conference schedule at a glance

(former FIAAP), GRAPAS and Global Milling
Conference 2019, a workshop from
Bioenergy Europe and a workshop by
GMP+. New this edition is a scientific
conference organized by Wageningen
University called the 1st International Feed
Technology Congress. Exhibitors will also
be given the opportunity to present
technical seminars. More detailed
information about the 2019 conferences
and technical seminars can be found on
our website.
Returning features
Returning features at VICTAM International
2019 are the business matchmaking
program and the VICTAM newsroom.
The matchmaking program focusses on
high quality meetings and will consist of
a combination of an online tool, which
allows exhibitors and visitors to plan their
appointments very efficiently and a
personal approach by our matchmaking
consultants. They will help exhibitors and

Wednesday, June 12th, 2019
• Aquafeed Horizons Conference 2019
• 1st International Feed Technology
Congress (IFTC 2019)
• GMP+ seminar
• Proagrica Feed Efficiency seminar
• Technical seminars

visitors get the most out of the program
and will support in finding their match.
The VICTAM newsroom will report semilive from the show floor to allow those that
can’t attend to still be part of the action.
Furthermore, speakers, visitors and
exhibitors will be interviewed about their
expertise and the news crew will make
running reports about the event through
Victam’s social media channels.

Thursday, June 13th, 2019
• Petfood Forum Europe 2019
• Feed Strategy Conference 2019
• GRAPAS & Global Milling
Conference 2019
• 1st International Feed Technology
Congress (IFTC 2019)
• Technical seminars
Friday, June 14th, 2019
• Bioenergy Europe Pellet Workshop
• Technical seminars
Schedule is tentative to change
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Innovations focal point
of VICTAM Asia 2018
This was the opinion of visitors, conference delegates and exhibitors alike. The exhibition
and series of accompanying conferences were held at the Bangkok International Trade
and Exhibition Centre (BITEC) from March 27 – 29, 2018.

The visitors were pleased at the number
of exhibitors, the wide range of products
on display, especially the newly launched
products and also the high quality of the
exhibition stands and the professionalism
of the show staff. There were 227
exhibitors and co-exhibitors from 33
countries present.
Likewise, the exhibitors were very satisfied
with the visitors. Exhibitors were able to
have serious discussions and negotiations
with their existing clients and new potential
clients that they had met at the show.
The exhibitors also commented on the
very high quality of the visitors and the wide
range of countries from which they came.
(Source: independent survey conducted
amongst exhibitors and visitors).
In all there were, over three days, 6,987
visits from 67 countries. A high proportion
of the visitors were from outside Thailand,
in fact 45%. These figures clearly
demonstrate that the event is Asia’s
international showcase for the feed and
grain industries. You can find the details in
the Post-Show report on pages 6 – 9.
Business matchmaking program
The newly introduced business matchmaking program helped exhibitors and
visitors get the most out of the exhibition.
The program focused on high quality
meetings and consisted of a combination
of an online tool, which allowed exhibitors
4
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and visitors to plan their appointments very
efficiently and a personal approach by our
matchmaking consultants.
Conferences
The conference delegates also confirmed
the quality of the papers presented at the
numerous conferences. The conferences
had extensive programs which were well
received. The conferences were as follows:
1. Aquafeed Horizons 2018
2. FIAAP Animal Nutrition Conference 2018
3. Petfood Forum Asia 2018
4. Global Milling Conference with
GRAPAS Asia 2018
5. GMP+ Feed Safety Assurance
6. World Feed Industry Perspectives
Conference 2018
The different conference organisers stated
that the delegate attendance was very
good and that the delegates have
appreciated the quality of both the
speakers and their papers. Several
exhibitors, like DSM, KSE, Bühler,
Amandus Kahl and IDAH presented
technical seminars during the show.
Victam International B.V., the event
organisers, also arranged the World Feed
Industry Perspectives Conference.
Speakers from IFIF (Ms. Alexandra de
Athayde), Dr. Eckel Animal Nutrition GmbH
& Co. KG (Dr. Bernhard Eckel), the Thai
Feed Mill Association (Mr. Boontham
Aramsiriwat), the Vietnam Feed Association

(Mr. La Van Kinh) and Feed Latina (Mr.
Marcio Ceccantini) and the Department of
Livestock (Mr. Kitti Koobkaew) addressed
the audience of senior international
executives from the international animal
feed industries.
Innovation awards
During the Network Reception the winners
of the coveted GRAPAS Innovation Awards
were announced. There were three
winners: the Geelen Counterflow Electrical
Dryer, Henry Simon Rollermill of Satake
and the Atta Process with PesaMill from
Bühler.
Newsroom
The VICTAM newsroom reported semi-live
from the show floor to allow those that
couldn’t attend to still be part of the action.
Speakers, visitors and exhibitors were
interviewed about their expertise and the
news crew made running reports about
the event.
Check out our YouTube channel, Victam
International, for all the reports.
Future events
The next event is VICTAM International
2019 from 12 – 14 June 2019 in Cologne,
Germany. The next VICTAM Asia event will
be from 24 – 26 March 2020.
Please find more information about our
events at www.victam.com.

27 – 29 MARCH 2018 . BITEC EXHIBITION HALLS, BANGKOK, THAILAND

post show report

The VICTAM Asia 2018 event took place from March 27 – 29
within halls 101 and 102 of the Bangkok International Trade
& Exhibition Centre. This was the fourth time that the event
had been held in BITEC and as usual quality was the word
being used to describe the shows and conferences.
The event was the largest event in Asia so far. There were in
all 227 exhibitors and they came from 33 different
countries. There were more exhibiting companies than in
2016 when there had been 223 exhibitors from 29 countries.
The event was attended by 5.629 unique attendees from
67 different countries, paying 6.987 visits over three days.
77% of the visitors were decision makers or influencers
in the purchasing process. The geographical breakdown is
shown below. 45% of the visitors came from (among others)
the animal feed industry, 8,4% from the pet food industry,
10,7% from the grain, flour and rice industries, and 10,2%
from the aqua feed industry.
The visitors were very pleased with the exhibits, the newly
launched products as well as the high quality of exhibitors
and stands. The exhibitors reported that the number of
visitors and as always the quality of those visitors was very
high. The conference delegates also confirmed the quality
of the speakers and papers presented at the conferences.
The main reason for visiting this event was networking,

visiting specific companies, looking for new products,
staying in touch with suppliers and meeting new suppliers.
90% of visitors stated they would visit the show again in 2020.
The profile of the 227 exhibitors in the industry expo was
very diverse. They represented 33 different countries, 26%
are based in Europe, 48% from Asia and 26% in the rest of
the world. 93% of the exhibitors stated that they would
participate in the next edition of VICTAM Asia. Asked for their
assessment of the show, exhibitors scored it as 8 out of 10.
Two new features were introduced during VICTAM Asia 2018:
the business matchmaking program and the VICTAM
Newsroom. The business matchmaking program added
around 15% extra meetings to everyone’s schedule. It was
a combination of an online tool and personal support by the
Victam matchmaking consultants. The platform was visited
5.284 times, collecting 7.848 profile views. It allowed
exhibitors and visitors to plan their appointments prior to the
event in a very efficient way which resulted in over 80% of
all the meetings being rated as highly satisfied.
The other feature was the VICTAM Newsroom. Speakers,
visitors and exhibitors were interviewed about their expertise.
The news crew also made running reports about the events
through Victam’s social media channels resulting in >1500
views. To catch an impression of the event and watch all the
interviews visit the Victam International channel on YouTube.

Geographical breakdown of visitors
The visitor figures have been independently audited by an UFI approved auditor
that was appointed by TCEB (Thai Convention & Exhibition Bureau)

North Asia
10,8%

Europe
4%
South Asia
9,3%
North,
Central
and
South
America
1,9%

Middle East
1,3%
Thailand
54,8%
Africa
0,5%

ASEAN
16,7%

Australasia
0,7%
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Some visitor quotes:
“By visiting the exhibition,
we refreshed and found some
new ideas for our work”

Job functions of visitors
G CEO, directors
G Nutritionists, formulators
G Management
G Other
Total

%
47,0
11,5
30,5
11,0
100%

Influencers in the
purchasing process
Final decision maker
Co-decision maker
Influencer
None
Total

%
28,7
32,9
18,6
19,8
100%

Main business activities
of visitors
%
G Animal feed industry
45,0
G Aquafeed industry
10,2
G Petfood industry
8,4
G Integrators
13,3
G Grain, flour, rice industries
10,7
G Biomass
2,5
G Others
9,9
(Universities, Chambers of Commerce,
Government, Media and unspecified)
Total
100%

“Good exhibition. This
program will help me for
relation between technical
person, professional and
manufacturers in this sector.
This is big opportunity for
information of new
technologies”
Some exhibitor quotes:
“All together a successful
show. Keep up the good
work!”
“The quality of visitors was
high. We were able to do
great business”
Source: onsite/online survey among participants

Sectors of interest to the visitors
The total of these percentages is over 100% as a number of visitors expressed an interest in more than one sector

61,6

60%

50%

40%

44,5

30%

25,4

20%

21,6

18,1

15,6

10%

2,9

6,4
Feed
Ingredients
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The perfect launch platform

Exhibitors at VICTAM Asia 2018

Many new products were on show as
the exhibitions provided the perfect
platform to launch new products and
services to the market. There were 39
innovations on display. Some of these
were awarded the highly coveted
Innovations Awards.

4B Asia Pacific Co., Ltd
Actemium
Adamas Events Private
Ltd
Adifo Software
Adisseo Asia Pacific P/L
Aerox BV
Ag Growth International
Agco GSI (Malaysia)
Sdn. Bhd
Agentis Innovations
Limited
Agromatic AG
Alapala Makina ve Gida
Sanayi A.S.
All About Feed –
Proagrica – Reed
Business Information
Almex
Altinbilek Grain Handling
and Storage Systems
Altuntas Havalandirma
Tuurizm San Tic. A.S.
(Obial)
Ambros Schmelzer &
Sohn GmbH & Co. KG
ANDRITZ Feed & Biofuel
A/S
Aqua Culture Asia Pacific
Aquafeed.com LC
Asian Agribusiness Media
Pte Ltd
A-Systems
Australian Renderers
Association Inc.
Avivagen Inc.
AWILA Anlagenbau
GmbH
Bedeschi SPA
Bellec Laurent
Biomin Singapore Pte Ltd
Bitwise Pty Ltd
Borregaard SEA Pte Ltd
Brock Grain Systems
Bruker Singapore Pte Ltd
BS&B Safety Systems
AP Pte Ltd
Bühler (Changzhou)
Machinery Co., Ltd
Business Empire
Exhibitions
Camfil (Thailand) Ltd
Celtic Sea Minerals
Cereal & Feed Industry
Chicken and Pig
Magazine
Chief Agri
China Animal Husbandry
Industry Co., Ltd
Clextral
Concetti S.p.A.
Consergra, S.L.
Control Union (Thailand)
Co., Ltd
CPM Pacific (Private) Ltd
Cukurova Silo
CYTC
Daniit
Datastor Systems Ltd
Dinnissen BV
dol-sensors
Dr. Eckel Animal Nutrition
GmbH & Co. KG
DSL Systems Ltd
DSM Nutritional Products
(Thailand) Ltd
eFeedLink Pte Ltd
Enge Plas Automation (S)
Pte Ltd
Engineered Systems and
Equipment
Erling Verlag GmbH
Euro Asia Chemicals Pte
Ltd
Evolve Agribusiness
Extru-Tech Inc.
Eye-Grain Aps.

The GRAPAS Innovation Award
Sponsors: Milling & Grain
There were three winners: the Geelen
Counterflow Electrical Dryer, Henry
Simon’ Rollermill of Satake and the
Atta Process with PesaMill from Bühler.

Supporting conferences at
VICTAM Asia 2018
• Aquafeed Horizons Asia 2018
• FIAAP Animal Nutrition Conference
2018
• Petfood Forum Asia 2018
• Global Milling Conference with
GRAPAS Asia 2018
• GMP+ Feed Safety Assurance
• World Feed Industry Perspectives
Conference 2018
Upcoming events
VICTAM International 2019
June 12 – 14, 2019
KoelnMesse, Cologne, Germany
VICTAM Asia 2020
March 24 – 26, 2020
BITEC, Bangkok, Thailand
Organised by
Victam International BV
PO Box 197, 3860 AD, Nijkerk,
The Netherlands
Tel:
++31 33 246 4404
Fax:
++31 33 246 4706
Email: expo@victam.com
Web: www.victam.com

F.lli Fragola S.p.A. /
ModuBag-Asia
Famsun
Farmtec
Febecom Joint Stock
Company
Feed & Livestock Co., Ltd
Feed Review Magazine
Feedtech Makina Sanayi
Ltd
Fenchem Biotek Ltd
FineTek Co., Ltd
Forberg International AS
Format Solutions
FP Engineering Ltd –
FP Spomax SA
FPT Food Process
Technology Co., Ltd
FrigorTec GmbH
F-TKO OU
Fundiciones Balaguer
S.A. (Balaguer Rolls)
Fagus-GreCon Greten
GmbH & Co. KG
Geelen Counterflow
Genc Degirmen A.S. –
GMach
General Dies SRL
GePro Geflügel-Protein
Vertriebsgesellschaft
mbH & Co. KG
Grain Technik Pvt. Ltd
GSS Systems Co., Ltd
Hangzhou Hengyi Vet
Co., Ltd
Hangzhou Xiaoteng
Industries Co., Ltd
Hefei Sanguan Packing
Science & Technology
Co., Ltd
Henan Jingu Industry
Development Co., Ltd
Hubei Guangji
Pharmaceutical Co., Ltd
Hunan Chenzhou Grain &
Oil Machinery Co., Ltd
Huzhou International
Trade Co., Ltd
Hydronix Ltd
IDAH Co., Ltd
IMAS Integrated
Machinery Systems
IMECO
Insta-Pro International
Inteqnion
Jacobs (Nantong)
Engineering and
Machinery Co., Ltd
Jiangsu Five Continents
Machinery Co., Ltd
Jiangsu Zhongmao
International Exhibition
Co., Ltd
Jiangsu Zhongtian Agro
Machinery Co., Ltd
Jiangxi TianJia Animal
Pharmaceutical Co., Ltd
Jinan Qidong Machinery
Co., Ltd
Amandus Kahl GmbH &
Co. KG
Kasetphand Industry Co.,
Ltd
Kay Jay Chill Rolls
Pvt Ltd
K-Corporation
Kemin Industries (Asia)
Pte Ltd
Koan Cheng Fa Industrial
Co., Ltd
Korea Thumbvet. Co., Ltd
K-Pro GmbH
KSE Process Technology
B.V.
Laidig Systems, Inc.
Lambton Conveyor Ltd
La Meccanica srl di Reffo

Lark Engineering
Company (India) Pte Ltd
Liyang Yuda Machinery
Co., Ltd
Macsumsuk GM Co., Ltd
Maxi-Lift Inc.
Fredrik Mogensen AB
MORILLON
Muller Beltex b.v.
Münch-Edelstahl GmbH
Myande Group Co., Ltd
Mysilo Tahil Depolama
Sistemleri Sanayi ve
Ticaret A.S.
N-Line Agro International
Co., Ltd
Nutriad Asia Ltd
Nutrition Vitamins Co.,
Ltd
OLI Vibra Co.,Ltd
Olmix Group
OPI Systems
Optima Pressformen
GmbH
Orient-Sunrise
International (Qingdao)
Co., Ltd
Osmosis Nutrition Sdn
Bhd
Ottevanger Milling
Engineers
Pelleting Consumables
Europe
Pelleting Technology
Netherlands
Perendale Publishers
Limited
Perten Instruments AB
Petkus Asia Ltd
Pfeuffer GmbH
Pig and Pork Magazine
PLP Liquid Systems Srl
Positive Action
Publications Ltd
Precia Molen Asia Pacific
Sdn Bhd
Premier Tech Chronos
Ltd
Premium Vegetable Oils
R K Feed Equipments
Rapat Industries Phil.,
Inc.
Repete Corporation
Rossari Biotech Ltd
Rueter Maschinenbau
GmbH & Co. KG
Satake Corporation
Scafco Grain Systems
Company
SCE, Silo Construction &
Engineering
Schenck Process
Schmiedewerke Gröditz
GmbH
Scott Equipment
Company
Seah International
Qingdao
SGS Group
Shandong Hongbo
Harvest Import and
Export Co., Ltd
Sichuan Rota
Bioengineering Co., Ltd
Sigur Group
Silos Cordoba S.L.U.
Silver Sea Media
Simatek Bulk Systems
A/S
Simatek Co., Ltd
Sioux Steel Company
SKIOLD A/S
Sonac & DAR PRO
Ingredients (Darling
Ingredients)
Sonic Biochem
Extractions Ltd

Soon Strong Machinery
Works Co., Ltd
Sopropêche
Special Nutrients, Inc.
Statec Binder GmbH
Stela Laxhuber GmbH
STIF
Stolz Asia Pte Ltd
Studio Tecnico Appiani
S.r.l.
Sukup Manufacturing Co.
Sun Magnetic Sys-Tech
Co., Ltd
Suncue Co., Ltd
Sunwin Biotech
Shandong Co., Ltd
Symaga SA
Synbio Tech Inc.
Talent Asia Services Ltd
Tapco Inc.
TAT Energy and
Engineering Co., Ltd
Tech-Team Feed Growth
Co., Ltd
TekPro Ltd –
Manufacturers of Holmen
Thai Chamber of
Commerce
Thai Rice Mills
Association
Thai Rung United
Engineering Co., Ltd
Tietjen Verfahrenstechnik
GmbH
Top Silo Constructions
Tornum AB
Tout pour le Grain (TPLG)
Trouw Nutrition Asia
Pacific
Tyson Foods, Inc.
UNIQAIR Technologies
Ltd
Van Aarsen International
VAV Conveyor
Components and
Solutions
Vava Pack
Venz Industrial Co., Ltd
Vibrafloor
Victam International
VIGAN Engineering SA
Vyncke NV
WATT Global Media
Wenger Manufacturing,
Inc.
Wing Biotech (Shanghai)
Co., Ltd
World Grain Magazine
WPSA
Wuxi Naite
Electromechanical
Technology Co., Ltd
Xingtai Sinobest Biotech
Co., Ltd
Xinxiang Hexie Feed
Machinery Manufacturing
Co., Ltd
Yamamoto Co. Ltd
Yangzhou Kerunde
Machinery Co., Ltd
Yemmak A.S.
Yemtar Makine Sanayi ve
Ticaret A.S.
Yont Phol Dee
Zhangzhou Jialong
Technology Inc.
Zhanjiang Hengrun
Machinery Co., Ltd
Zhejiang Bethlehem
Apparatus Co., Ltd
Zheng Chang
Zhenjiang Jingwei
Conveying Technology
Co., Ltd
Zhenjiang Sanwei
Conveying Equipment
Co., Ltd
Showtime
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Wageningen University to host
the 1st International Feed
Technology Congress (IFTC 2019)
during VICTAM International 2019
By Dr. A.F.B van der Poel,
Wageningen University &
Research, Department of
Animal Sciences, Animal
Nutrition group, Wageningen,
The Netherlands
Call for papers: deadline
January 15th, 2019

Wageningen University and the Victam
Foundation will host the 1st International
Feed Technology Congress (IFTC 2019)
directed towards the evolvements in animal
feed processing. This conference will take
place during VICTAM International 2019 in
Cologne, Germany, 12 & 13 June, 2019.
The congress will bring together people
from the universities and from the animal
feed industry as well as international
researchers so as to exchange their
knowledge and expertise, to share technical
and scientific developments in the fields of
animal feed technology and to discuss
research results. We sincerely hope this
1st Feed Technology Congress will serve
as a medium to enhance the cooperation
between industry and universities to create
innovative projects and collaborations.
On behalf of the scientific and
organization committee of the congress,
we would like to invite students,
professors, researchers, and professionals
to participate in the 1st International Feed
Technology Congress. This event will
include the thematic conferences with

keynote speakers as well as oral and
poster presentations. The presentations of
the IFTC 2019 Congress will be published
as a special issue of the Journal ‘Animal
Feed Science & Technology’ at a later date.
Themes of the Congress
The themes of the Congress firstly
comprise research into the valorization of
diet ingredients by different or multiple
processing methods. Secondly, the
refinement of processes as well as the
introduction of new, innovative processes
are subject of the conference, including for
example processes more specifically
related to diet ingredients. Thirdly, the
optimization of the feed nutritional value as
related to processing is an important,
actual and emerging subject: how do we
want to include the effects of feed
technology into diet formulation?
The Congress themes in short:
1. Valorization of raw materials by
technology
2. Process developments
3. Feed formulation & technology

Thomas van der Poel,
Wageningen University.

All papers are to be sent by email to
Dr. A.F.B van der Poel at
thomas.vanderpoel@iftc.online
before January 15th, 2019. Further
announcements on the submission
organization will come by of the end of
October 2018. Please share this
message with your contacts or any
person who might be interested in
presenting their paper.
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The organizers of Petfood Forum Europe are seeking pet food market and industry
experts as speakers for the next conference on 13 June, 2019, in Cologne, Germany.
Organizers have announced a call for abstracts for non-commercial oral presentations,
due 5th November 2018.

Petfood Forum Europe 2019
seeks expert speakers
A call for papers is open through 5th
November, 2018.
What to submit
Potential speakers are invited to submit
non-commercial abstracts on topics
including:
• New research on companion animal
nutrition;
• Novel ingredients and their potential
applications in pet food or treat
formulations;
• Data, trends and predictions for the pet
food market, focusing on Europe and
including opportunities for innovation;
• New pet retailing information pertinent to
the selling or distribution of pet food,
including via e-commerce, in Europe;
• New information or ideas for marketing
pet food, including via social media;
• New information, techniques or
processes for product development in
pet food;
• Update on regulatory information relevant
to pet food in the European Union;
• New research, technology or processes
for pet food production;
• New research, technology or other
information on pet food packaging;
• New, specific information on one focused
aspect of pet food safety (no general
overviews of regulations or pet food
safety programs).
Relevance of topic and the presence of
new or innovative information, concepts or
research are key to a positive evaluation,
as is knowledge of or experience in the
topic area. No abstract will be considered
if it seems commercial or if it has been
published or presented prior to Petfood
Forum Europe 2019. Abstracts similar in
title or content to previously presented
material should include significant new
information.
How to submit
Please visit the Petfood Forum Europe
2019 abstract submission site at
http://bit.ly/2Qk0CQt. Follow the
instructions to create a new account and
complete the submission forms, using the
12 Showtime

guidelines on the log-in page and the
forms.
Abstracts must be received no later than
5th of November. After this deadline, the
abstract submission system will no longer
accept submissions. Any requests for late
submissions will be evaluated on a caseby-case basis.
Please do not submit an abstract if you
are not sure you will be able to attend
Petfood Forum Europe on 13th June in
Cologne. For more information about the
conference, visit
www.PetfoodForumEvents.com/Europe

Petfood Forum Europe is seeking expert
speakers for its 2019 conference. During
the 2017 conference, Sarah-Jane Godfrey
of DSM presented research on consumer
perceptions of pets’ nutritional needs
(pictured above).
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Aquafeed.com: Specialized
Magazines, Newsletters,
Conferences and Technical
Consulting for the Aquaculture
Feed Industries
Established in 1998, Aquafeed.com is the recognized provider of sector-specific
business, scientific and technical news and information for the feed industry’s fastest
growing sector: aquaculture.
Our experienced team of publishing and
technical specialists draw on their deep
relationships in the industry and
unparalleled knowledge and insights
earned over three decades. Together with
industry and scientific experts,
Aquafeed.com delivers a content rich web
portal, magazines and newsletters – all
freely available, in support of the industry.
The specialized information needs of
aquatic hatchery managers and feed
producers are served through our
Hatcheryfeed platform, the only media
dedicated to commercial feed and nutrition
for early life stage and broodstock aquatic
species.

Aquafeed Horizons 2019
At VICTAM International 2019,
Aquafeed.com will once again hold the
12th in their series of technical conferences
for aquafeed professionals: Aquafeed
Horizons 2019. As in previous editions, the
conference will cover advances in feed
production and nutrition.
Aquafeed Innovation Award
Aquafeed.com takes pleasure in
recognizing the considerable contribution
of the feed industry suppliers to the
advancement of aquafeed with The
Aquafeed Innovation Award at VICTAM
International.

Proagrica to host feed efficiency
seminar at VICTAM International
Proagrica, a global division of Reed
Business Information, specialising in the
agriculture industry, will be present again
at VICTAM International.
Proagrica, publisher of the global brand
All About Feed will host the Feed
Efficiency Conference.
Animal feed costs make-up the majority
of production cost. So it makes sense to
get the most out of every kilogram of feed
– known as feed efficiency. This event will
therefore focus on how to achieve an
improved level of feed efficiency via
nutrition and processing. Speakers will

delve deeper in new approaches and
translate them to feed processing and
formulation professionals.
For more information on how to become
part of the conference and sponsor one
of the presentations, contact us at
salesint@proagrica.com.
We look forward to meeting you at our
booth at VICTAM International 2019 and
at our event.
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Search has begun for the most
innovative and economically
beneficial equipment process
or service across the flour and
rice milling industries

by Matthew Holmes,
Perendale Publishers Ltd.

The search has begun for the most
innovative and economically beneficial
equipment process or service across the
flour and rice milling industries for GRAPAS
international 2019.
Perendale Publishers Ltd is once again
sponsoring the Innovation Award at
GRAPAS which is being held in Cologne
next year. Perendale, publishers of Milling
and Grain Magazine want to showcase the
very best of the flour and rice milling
industries with the award.
GRAPAS International 2019 is the only
dedicated trade show and conference
organised specifically for the international
flour and rice milling, grain storage, grain
processing, breakfast cereal and extruded
snack industries.
It is co-located with VICTAM International
2019 which takes place from June 12 – 14,
2019 in Cologne, Germany.
The exhibition features a range of milling
equipment as well as bags and bagging
technology, storage systems and
equipment for quality control.
Delegates will feature CEOs, operations
directors, food production managers,
nutritionists and quality controllers from
across the flour and rice milling industries.
Grain processing plants, pasta and noodle
producers and the storage facilities and
ports and terminals associated with the
industry will also be on display.
Conference
Alongside the exhibition in Cologne,
Perendale Publishers Ltd. will organise the
GRAPAS and Global Milling Conference on
Thursday, June 13, 2019. The conference
will take place at the Congress Centre
North at KoelnMesse.
The GRAPAS conference is divided into
three sessions. The sessions will cover:
• Session A: Milling Materials
• Session B: Global Milling
• Session C: Milling Innovation –
Technology & Development
16 Showtime

Innovation Award
GRAPAS also features the prestigious
Innovation Award sponsored by Perendale
Publishers Ltd. Previous winners of the
Innovation award include Alapala of Turkey
and Bühler of Switzerland. The award will
reward the most innovative and
economically beneficial equipment, process
or service in the milling of grains and
cereals for food production at the event. All
award recipients will be published in an
edition of Milling and Grain magazine
alongside a review of the event itself.
This will also be heavily publicised through
the magazines social media, ensuring
maximum publicity and awareness of the
winner within the industry globally.
Nominations can be given from all sectors
of food milling.
A panel of independent industry experts
will judge the entries. Their selection will
account for 60 percent of the final vote.
Delegates attending the one-day

conference will be able to vote on the
award, and their combined vote will
account for the remaining 40 percent of the
final vote. Roger Gilbert, publisher of Milling
and Grain Magazine said: “The Innovation
award aims to celebrate all that is great
about this wonderful industry we work in.
There have been some incredible
innovations across the industry during the
past 12 months and we would like as many
of them as is possible to enter the award”.
Previous award winners include:
2018 – VICTAM Asia
Winners: Too close to call! That was the
result of the compilation of results from a
panel of international judges evaluating this
year’s finalists in for the GRAPAS Innovation
Award in Bangkok, Thailand. Therefore
there were three winners: The Atta Process
with PesaMill of Bühler, Geelen Counterflow
Electrical Dryer and the Henry Simon
Rollermill by Satake.

victam international 2019

The ‘Atta Process with PesaMill’ took
time to perfect, achieving the right amount
of starch and water absorption; in the end
success was achieved. It produces a
higher yield and one machine can do the
work more efficiently than 20 sets of
millstones, saving 10 percent energy over
the traditional Chakki stone mill. This new
process promises to substantially improve
on the way that Atta flour is produced by
enabling the replacement of the less
efficient and hygienic traditional stones for
particle size reduction.
“Any attempt to reduce energy
consumption and improve our CO2
footprint can only be good for the industry
and importantly the planet. This air system
will enable mills to dry their products
without using fossil fuels and will be of
significant benefit to those who use it,”
says one of the judges. “The new Geelen
Counterflow Electrical Dryer, after testing in
2016/17 is due to go into production this
March. Meanwhile another judging panel
adds, the approach of a combined
counterflow cooler with a heat pump
seems to be a trend-setting, completeproduct to achieve a more efficient
production. The outlet air is characterised
by its ratio of saturation and its
temperature. Regarding the demand of
energy and water in future, the solution
offered by Geelen Counterflow will be
recommends it for a winning position in the

GRAPAS Innovation Award 2018. The
Counterflow Electrical Dryer has benefits
for petfood and aquafeed applications. The
costs of drying for other industries is also
of increasing concern and thus if it can be
applied for the drying of grain before milling
it is to be welcomed.
The ‘Henry Simon’ rollermill is the
submission for the 2018 GRAPAS award
which applies most specifically to the
milling of cereal grains in the broadest
sense. Although this ‘Henry Simon’
rollermill follows established principles in its
fundamental design, the incorporation of
advanced sensors and controls raises its
operating potential to a new level.
‘Rollermills are ‘core’ machines in most
milling processes and thus advances in
design or operation are of particular
importance. It is to the credit of the
manufacturer that they have revived a
brand that pioneered the original
introduction of the rollermilling process
and in addition they aim to emulate the
ethos of design and innovation for which
it was renown.
2016 – VICTAM Asia
Winner: Denmark-based company EyeGrain Aps for their iGrain and cropprotector. Crop-Protector by Eye-Grain
Aps specialises in developing and
manufacturing technology for the postharvest sector. The company boasts a vast

range of products that can monitor stored
grain and perform aeration control in order
to maintain and enhance the quality of
stored commodities.
2015 – VICTAM International
Winner: Jointly shared by Alapala of
Turkey and Bühler Group of Switzerland.
The two rollermill entries stand out as
being the most significant entries, but it
was not possible to rate one over the
other. Each offers different merits but both
are worthy contenders as winners.
2014 – VICTAM Asia
Winner: 4B Braime Elevator Components
won the GRAPAS Award with their
Hazardmon product. Recommended:
Morillon for their Super SHG Hydrascrew
and Bühler for their Combistoner.
2012 – VICTAM Asia
Winner: The ProFoss Online Analysis has
true in-line capability has very great
potential, said the judging panel. It was the
product that swept the pool of innovations
coming from the grain milling industry and
on display at the exhibition.
2011 – VICTAM International
Winner: CPM Europe/Amsterdam, The
Netherlands. CPM Europe/Amsterdam
won the inaugural ‘Award for Milling’ at the
2011 VICTAM exhibition in Köln Germany.
Showtime 17
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Biomass Wood Pelleting
Conference 2019 by Bioenergy
Europe (AEBIOM)
Production technology for the pelleting of bio-degradable materials for biomass pellets.
Both the European and world pellet
markets have grown at an impressive rate
in recent years. In 2016, global wood pellet
consumption reached 27.8 million tons and
observed a growth of 6%. Responsible for
almost 80% of the world’s wood pellet
consumption with 21.7 million tons, Europe
(mainly the EU28) remained a massive
pellet consumer. The overall growth of pellet
consumption in Europe has been close to
5% from 2015 to 2016, which is much
lower than the 13% increase recorded
during the previous period (2014-2015).
With a production volume of 16.6 million
tons (14 million for the EU28), Europe
supplies 74% of its pellet use (65% for
EU28). Source: European Pellet Council.
Great challenges remain ahead for
European market players, for example,

ensuring sustainable market growth,
improving overall sector profitability and
risk management or overcoming new
technical challenges. Pellets currently offer
an efficient, reliable and sustainable energy
alternative to the European consumer, and
this must continue!
Bioenergy Europe (former AEBIOM) and
its sectorial network the European Pellet
Council (EPC) will host an International

Pellet Conference on the 14th of June,
2019 in Cologne, Germany. The
conference will be held in conjunction with
VICTAM International 2019.
During this conference, technical and
financial topics will be addressed, including
but not limited to; pellet quality, pellet
safety, cost and energy optimization and
risk management. One of the benefits of
attending such Bioenergy Europe
conferences is to receive updates on
ongoing EU legislative processes as well as
statistical information on bioenergy. This
provides participants with a comprehensive
overview of the most recent advancements
in the sector. The full conference program
will be available shortly. Please visit
https://epc.bioenergyeurope.org for
more information.

GMP+ International to hold a seminar
during VICTAM International 2019
In the coming decades, the world population will grow to about nine billion people. At the
same time, the welfare level is rising throughout the world. This results in more demand
for safe animal products such as meat, dairy products and eggs.
More feed materials are needed for more
production of animal protein. The feed
material suppliers experience it by
increasing demand and export. At the
same time, they are faced with increasing
demand for demonstrable control of feed &
food safety. GMP+ International has the
most suitable tool for the feed business to
cope with the new challenges in the export
markets as well as domestically.
The GMP+ Feed Certification scheme
does not only define conditions relating to
production facilities of feed, but also for
storage, transport, staff, procedures,
documentation etc. Together with her
partners, GMP+ International transparently
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defines clear conditions, so that feed
safety and sustainability are guaranteed
and certification bodies can conduct
independent audits. GMP+ certified
companies are supported with useful and
practical information, such as various
databases, newsletters, Q&A lists, courses
and seminars.
With over 14,500 participating companies
in more than 70 countries, GMP+
International is a leading global player in
the market of feed safety assurance
certification. A GMP+ certificate provides
an additional qualitative guarantee for every
entrepreneur dealing with the international
feed industry.

A quality mark of GMP+ International tells
you, the entrepreneur, that participating
companies from the international food
chain guarantee reliability, quality,
sustainability and safety. That means that
they meet all local and international
statutory standards in the feed industry.

GMP+ International will hold a seminar
during VICTAM International 2019 in
Cologne, Germany. More information will
follow soon. Please check our website
regularly: www.gmpplus.org.

Wageningen University will organize, in association with the Victam Foundation, the
1st International Feed Technology Congress: IFTC 2019. The congress is directed
towards the evolvements in animal feed processing and will take place during
VICTAM International 2019 in Cologne, Germany.
The congress will bring together people from the universities and from the industry as
well as the international researchers to exchange their knowledge and expertise, to
share technical and scientific developments in the fields of animal feed technology
and to discuss research results.
CONGRESS THEMES
1 Valorization of raw materials by technology 2 Process developments
3 Feed formulation and technology
LOCATION
KoelnMesse, Congress Centre North, Deutz-Mülheimer Str. 111, 50679 Cologne.
ENTRANCE AND CONFERENCE FEES
Conference fee is €300 for both days including coffee breaks, lunch and dinner
on June 12th. Entrance to the exhibition is free of charge when registered online.
RECEPTION AND DINNER
A drinks reception and a dinner will take place on June 12th from 17:30 – 20:30.

Event:

REGISTRATION
You can register from January 1st, 2019 onwards. For more details, please visit
our website: www.iftc.online
ORGANISATION
Victam International BV, PO Box 197, 3860 AD Nijkerk, The Netherlands.
T: +31 33 246 4404 · F: +31 33 246 4706 · E: info@iftc.online

www.iftc.online

Congress organised by:

In association with:
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Features at VICTAM
International 2019
Besides returning activities like the business matchmaking program and the VICTAM
newsroom, the team of Victam International B.V. introduces some new activities for
VICTAM International 2019 and future events.
VIP Program
To enhance the experience of the show
visitor and to position your company as their
host for the event, we would like to offer
our exhibitors the possibility to invite 10 of
their best clients as a VIP for the event.
What does the VIP package include?
• We invite your client on your behalf with an
invite according to your company branding.
• Upon arrival at the event, the VIP guest
will be welcomed by a hostess at the VIP
desk and receive their entrance badge.
• The VIP will be taken to the VIP lounge
by the hostess, where they can leave their
coat and belongings during their visit.
• In the VIP lounge, your client is able to
enjoy a welcome coffee or beverage.
• You will be informed via text message or
a call that your VIP guest has arrived and
that you can go over to welcome them at
the VIP lounge.
• When the VIP guest is ready to leave the
show, they can enjoy a good-bye drink in
the VIP lounge while their coat and belongings are collected and a taxi is being called.
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Trade missions
In association with the local associations,
trade missions with decision makers from
key companies within the animal feed and
grain processing and milling industries
from Eastern Europe, the Middle East and
Africa will be traveling to Cologne to visit
the show.
One day Feed Industry Tour
Victam International will organize a feed
industry tour on Tuesday, June 11th, 2019
to the Feed Design Lab and a feed mill,
both located in the Netherlands.
Feed Design Lab is the research- and
education center for innovation and
sustainability in the feed industry.
The name and location of the feed mill will
be communicated at a later date.
Innovation Awards
VICTAM International 2019 is the platform
to highlight your innovation.
You can apply for several awards this
coming edition:

1. The Aquafeed Innovation Award,
which is given for contributions to the
advancement of aqua feed.
2. The GRAPAS Innovation Award
is given to the most innovative and
economically beneficial equipment,
process or service in the milling of grains
and cereals for food production.
3. The Animal Feed Industry Award
is given to the most innovative and
economically beneficial equipment, process
or service within the animal feed industry.
VICTAM Association Award
The first edition of the VICTAM Association
Award for Animal Feed, Grain & Flour and
Biomass Associations from Europe will be
presented during VICTAM International
2019.
Pavilions
For start-up and engineering companies,
we will create a special pavilion at the
exhibition. For more information, you can
contact us via expo@victam.com.
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Practical information for
VICTAM International 2019
takes place in hall 6 at the
KoelnMesse in Cologne,
Germany. The conferences
will be held at the Congress
Centre North at the
KoelnMesse. The venue is
easily accessible via car,
train and plane.

Opening hours
Wednesday, June 12th, 2019
08:00
Registration and badge
pick-up
09:00 – 17:00 Conferences and
technical seminars
10:00 – 18:00 Exhibition (hall 6)
18:00 – 19:30 Network reception
(open for exhibitors,
delegates and visitors)
Thursday, June 13th, 2019
08:00
Registration and badge
pick-up
09:00 – 17:00 Conferences and
technical seminars
10:00 – 18:00 Exhibition (hall 6)
Friday, June 14th, 2019
08:00
Registration and badge
pick-up
09:00 – 17:00 Conferences and
technical seminars
10:00 – 16:00 Exhibition (hall 6)
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Entrance ticket
The entrance ticket for the exhibition is free
of charge if you pre-register. We do
encourage you to register online to avoid a
queue onsite. Please note that onsite
registration will cost €60 per person. A
separate fee may be charged for the
conferences. Visitor registration will open in
January 2018.
Accommodation and travel
Cologne provides over 250 hotels – ranging
from low-budget accommodation and
state-of-the-art design hotels to stylish
suites in one of the large international topquality hotels. KoelnMesse Hotel Services
has arranged several hotel options for you.
You can book your hotel via our website
www.victaminternational.com under
“practical information”.
Visas
If you are traveling to our event from a
country whose citizens require a visa for
Germany, you will need to obtain an official

victam international 2019

VICTAM International 2019

invitation letter. A. Sutter Dialog Services
GmbH will issue invitation letters on behalf
of VICTAM International B.V.

You find more information on our website
www.victaminternational.com under
“practical information”.

Above: The KoelnMesse in Cologne has
proved to be the ideal venue for past
Victam events.
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Interview with Sebas van den
Ende, the new General Manager
of Victam International B.V.
Last September, the Victam
team welcomed Sebas van
den Ende as the new
general manager of the
Victam organisation.
Showtime interviewed
Sebas to introduce him to
our readers.
Showtime: I think our readers would
like to know more about you. Could
you give us a brief resumé of your
background and career?
Sebas: I graduated in Business Economics
at the university in Groningen. After my
graduation, I started my business career
at a packaging company for whom I did
research in Brazil during my study. Here I
was responsible for marketing and later
for export to Eastern Europe and Latin
America. At this company we participated
in many exhibitions as I valued them as a
very important marketing tool.
I was so fascinated by these events that
the next step in my career was into the
world of exhibitions at Amsterdam RAI.
I worked as event manager for the
infrastructure portfolio, where I launched
various international spin offs, among
others in Thailand, China, Turkey and
Mexico.
After a couple of years we decided to
continue our lives in Brazil, where we had
the chance to launch an affiliate of
Amsterdam RAI. After two years, the
company made a strategic turnaround and
they decided to stop the overseas
activities, which gave us the opportunity to
start our own exhibition and conference
organizing company in Brazil.
It was the beginning of a strong economic
period in Brazil, which became a BRIC
economy and many companies wanted to
enter the market. This economic situation
was reflected in the growth of the
company what resulted in selling our
company to an Italian publisher six years
later. By this time we had a portfolio with
nine leading events, among others events
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for transportation infrastructure, parking,
Internet of Things, Private Label and sport
infrastructure.
Now we had the choice to either stay in
Brazil and find a new challenge or going
back to Europe where our children could
enjoy the European live style and their
grandparents. This is what we did, and
after we landed safely in the Netherlands,
the opportunity at Victam presented itself.
Once you are in the industry of organizing
events, it is hard to let it go, so I did not
have to think long to accept this
opportunity.

Showtime: You obviously have a
strong experience of organising
events around the world, however,
your experience within our industries
is limited. Do you see this as a
disadvantage or an advantage?
Sebas: I think limited is even to positive,
really no experience at all in the industry.
Obviously, entering a new industry without
knowledge and network means you have
to start from zero so it will take more time
to really know what you are talking about.
On the other hand, I also see a strong

interview

advantage, as I can approach the market
with a free mind and looking from a
different perspective. Important to notice is
that the Victam team has a lot of
experience and knowledge so they can
guide me through the first months. Also
with the foundation we are related with
strong companies who can show me
around and introduce me in the world of
animal feed and grain processing industry.
Showtime: Looking at your past
experiences, how do you see them
being integrated into the current
Victam events in Cologne and
Bangkok?
Sebas: Every company, and event, has its
strong and weak points. At the end it is the
challenge to identify them and to keep the
strong points and improve the weaker
points. My experiences in the event
organising industry for sure will help to
identify these points and will bring ideas
how we can make the Victam events even
better. We will not change to change, but
we will be open for new trends, ideas and
internal processes.
The coming months I will analyse the
industry and our events to see where we

are and how we can grow and improve.
One thing is reality, the success of events
in any industry depends on the satisfaction
of our customers. Having a continuous
dialogue with our stakeholders to hear
about market developments and
sentiments, are essential, so without doubt
a priority to me.
Showtime: You have been GM for only
a short time but have you been able to
look to the future and think about how
you want to move the company,
current and any new events along?
Sebas: This is a little bit too early to say.
That the event cycle of Victam is not ideal
right now, which is not a secret, and that
there are new markets and segments that
should be researched is also clear to me.
But where it will end, we will see. At the
end we will do what is in the best interest
of our clients so our decision on any
strategic move will be carefully taken
together with the industry.
Showtime: Lastly, as an exhibition
organiser you have a wealth of
information at your fingertips.
With new, faster methods of

communication, how do you envisage
the future of exhibitions and marketing
within B2B?
Sebas: Pretty exciting it is, lots of
information sources and tons of
communication channels to talk to your
customers. It is a quite a difference than
the fax we used when I started in the
industry. For our marketing purposes it is
great and I believe we still have a lot of
tools to explore or improve. We will.
Concerning your question about the
influence of internet on the event industry,
yes no doubt. When internet appeared
there were opinions that it would be the
end of exhibitions as it would not bring any
added value anymore. What we see now,
20 years later, the exhibition industry grew
strongly as exhibitions resulted to be a
good opportunity to see, touch and
compare things you found on the internet.
Internet and all their communication
channels opened doors to meet a lot of
people virtually, exhibitions can give these
people a face.
So, the more channels we have to gather
and receive information, the more an
exhibition can make a difference in a final
decision making process.
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Poultry feed formulations
driven by consumers, market
WATT Global Media’s annual Poultry Nutrition & Feed Survey reveals added costs of
changing consumer preferences and regulations in poultry feed production.
By Jackie Roembke, Feed Strategy editor.
Meeting the demands of consumer
preferences in poultry production has
increasingly affected the way poultry feed
is formulated. Whether imposed by
regulations or the evolving marketing of
chicken meat and eggs, the 2018 Poultry
Nutrition & Feed Survey offers a firsthand
look at how these changes and challenges
have affected poultry feed formulations and,
in many cases, the company's bottom line.
The annual survey, conducted in early
2018, includes the input of 399
respondents worldwide:
• Latin America, 43 percent
• Asia-Pacific, 16 percent
• United States/Canada, 15 percent
• Europe, 12 percent
• Africa, 9 percent
• Middle East, 5 percent
More than half of participants were
nutritionists, consultants and veterinarians.
Seventeen percent work in live production
management or as the owner of a poultry
farm.
Poultry profitability challenges
Since 2011, the Poultry Nutrition & Feed
survey has asked respondents to rank
their profitability. Respondents are very
optimistic, with 46 percent reporting
improving profitability in 2018 compared
with 2017. Thirty-two percent feel business
will stay the same and only 21 percent
report a negative trend.

Above: Nearly half of 2018 survey
respondents were very optimistic about their
company’s profitability compared with 2017.
For 33 percent of companies, business is
expected to remain stable. WATT Global Media
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More than 80 percent of survey
respondents cite grain costs as their No. 1
challenge in 2018. The quality of those
grains – including mycotoxin contamination
and anti-nutritional factors – ranked No. 2
(72 percent). The cost of feed additives
and other micro-ingredients was noted as
the No. 3 challenge (62 percent).
Manufacturing costs (energy,
transportation) and ever-tightening margins
also challenge poultry feed producers.
Costs and challenges of new
poultry production changes
When asked which poultry production
trend will have the greatest impact on their

company’s feed formulation program and,
in turn, feed costs, 43 percent of
respondents cited antibiotic restrictions.
Seventeen percent feel slow-growing
chickens will pose a challenge; 16 percent
are grappling with the move toward cagefree egg production. These three factors
did not apply to 23 percent of participants.
Digging a little deeper, 13 percent of
survey respondents produce slow-growing
broilers. When asked to examine the feed
conversion ratios (FCR) of slow-growing
broilers against modern strains, 25 percent
of respondents cited lower FCR. Twenty
percent report 1 to 5 percent higher feed
conversion. Ten percent feel it’s the same.

Above: Poultry producers feel antibiotic reduction and elimination pose the greatest
challenges in 2018. While the move toward slow-growing broilers and cage-free production
ranked high with participants, disease control and combating the strains of the local
economy were also identified. WATT Global Media

Above: Of the survey respondents (13 percent) who deal with slow-growing broilers, 25
percent report lower feed conversion over modern strains while many others (20 percent)
have found theirs 1 to 5 percent higher. Some, however, report feed conversion 21 percent
or higher. WATT Global Media
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However, in contrast, 10 percent find their
FCR is 21 percent or higher.
Of the respondents who raise and feed
cage-free laying hens (27 percent), 21
percent feel their feed conversion is 1 to 3
percent higher than with cage-housed
hens; 17 percent feel it’s 4 to 7 percent
higher. Meanwhile, 16 percent feel their
FCR stayed the same, and 13 percent
report it being lower.
Focus on antibiotic-free production
Eighty percent of survey participants are
involved in some level of antibiotic-free
poultry production: 22 percent are 100
percent antibiotic free (ABF); 24 percent
report between 50 and 99 percent of their
production is ABF; and 24 percent falls
between less than 50 percent but more
than 10.
Half of survey respondents report that the
cost of antibiotic-alternative feed additives
and recouping the production gains lost
without the use of antibiotic growth
promoters (AGPs) are the biggest
challenges to antibiotic-free poultry
production. Beyond that, 44 percent report
that implementing management changes
at the farm level further complicates and
can negate their efforts. Significant
investments in facility upgrades to improve
animal welfare (40 percent) and
inconsistent additive research and efficacy
(37 percent) also complicate the move to
ABF production.
Comparing traditional diets with the cost
of antibiotic-free poultry rations, 24 percent
report costs rising by 1 to 5 percent when
formulating ABF diets; 18 percent have
experienced 5 to 10 percent higher costs.
However, 14 percent find that their
formulations cost less and others (10
percent) feel they have stayed the same.
Additives for AGP replacement
Sixty-eight percent of survey participants
report that their company is actively
exploring, testing or using feed additives as
a replacement for antibiotics in their poultry
feed.
Currently, 52 percent of respondents are
using several different feed additive
combinations in different rations to replace
AGPs. Forty-two percent are using multiple
additives in combination for this purpose in
all their poultry formulations. Some (22
percent) offer these feeds as a premium
product.
A sizable percentage of participants (40
percent) have found the combination of
organic acids and phytogenic feed
additives to produce positive synergistic
effects in their ABF feeding programs.
Forty-one percent also report positive
gains with antioxidant and mycotoxin
binder combinations for improved health.
Logging moderate successes, they note

Above: Twenty-one percent of respondents producing cage-free eggs report 1 to 3 percent
higher feed conversion than caged hens; 17 percent cite 4 to 7 percent higher feed
conversion. Sixteen percent feel their feed conversion ratio has stayed the same after
switching from caged hens to cage-free production. WATT Global Media

Above: Eighty percent of survey
participants report having at least some
degree of ABF production. Compared with
2017 figures, there was an 8 percent
increase in respondents working in 100
percent ABF production. WATT Global Media

Above: Survey respondents feel the cost
(49 percent) and efficacy (37 percent) of
feed additives as antibiotic alternatives
complicate the transition to antibiotic-free
poultry production. However,
implementation of changes on the farm
(44 percent) pose further challenges.
WATT Global Media

Left: While more than 50
percent of respondents have
experienced some increases
in the cost of the antibioticfree poultry rations, 14
percent feel they have cost
less or stayed the same (10
percent). WATT Global Media

probiotics with functional fibers (42
percent) and micro-dosed zinc-copper
combinations (40 percent) to combat
bacteria.
Many have found the highest efficacy in
antibiotic replacement with organic acids

(77 percent) and probiotics (76 percent).
While 58 percent support the efficacy of
phytogenic feed additives and essential
oils, almost 30 percent of respondents
have no experience or opinion regarding
this product category.
®®
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Left: Seventy-one percent of
respondents report that they
use organic acids in their
AGP replacement strategy;
probiotics (67 percent) and
enzymes (61 percent) are also
commonly utilized.
WATT Global Media

Keep an eye out for the
Feed Strategy Seminar
at VICTAM 2019!
Feed Strategy magazine will host a free
seminar on the afternoon of Thursday,
June 13. This interactive session will focus
on how current consumer trends and
regulations impact European feed
production and will offer insight into current
feed industry best practices, technologies
and innovations. Details to come.

Climate change’s effect
on feed production

Above: Survey respondents report positive experiences with organic acids-phytogenic feed
additive (40 percent) and antioxidant-mycotoxin binder (41 percent) combinations.
WATT Global Media

Left: Respondents report
positive experiences with
organic acids, probiotics and
enzymes. WATT Global Media

When asked how poultry feed producers
and nutritionists feel climate change will
influence production in the future, 67
percent of respondents cite fears that
inclement weather will affect raw ingredient
availability. Others cite concerns about how
it will affect animal health and welfare (55
percent), likely driven by temperature
extremes and increased instance of
mycotoxin contamination (53 percent).
Poultry feed producers also noted
concerns about maintaining feed quality
(52 percent) and the potential volatility in
commodity costs (49 percent). In addition,
47 percent of respondents believe that
climate change will cause on-farm
production challenges.
Meanwhile, 13 percent of respondents
feel climate change is hoax.

Above: In 2018, respondents report using increased levels of probiotics (54 percent), the
same amount of anticoccidial drugs (56 percent) and reduced levels of subtherapeutic
antibiotics (35 percent). WATT Global Media
Above: Poultry producers and nutritionists
feel climate change will take the greatest
toll on ingredient availability and animal
health in the future. WATT Global Media
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Nutrition & Feed Survey at a glance
The editors of Feed Strategy, WATT
PoultryUSA, Industria Avicola and Poultry
International surveyed 399 people
producing and using poultry feed
worldwide.
The survey sought to define the feeding
and external trends shaping these
businesses during the past 12 months.
The survey was conducted in English
and Spanish.

Responses from:

Participants included:

Sectors:

Nutritionists:

27 percent

Consultants:

18 percent

Veterinarians:

9 percent

Latin America:

43 percent

United States/Canada:

16 percent

Asia/Pacific:

15 percent

Europe:

12 percent

Africa:

9 percent

Middle East:

5 percent

Consultant/veterinarian/nutritionist:
17 percent
Broiler production:

20 percent
19 percent
13 percent

General administration:

10 percent

Feed manufacturing:

Poultry farm owner/grower:

10 percent

Egg production:

Live production management:

7 percent

Marketing and sales:

9 percent

Feed mill/plant operations:

2 percent

Quality control, purchasing agent, other:
8 percent

Manufacturing/distributing feed additives:
8 percent
Breeder farm/hatchery:

7 percent

Premix manufacturing:

6 percent

Turkey/duck production:

2 percent

Poultry processing:

3 percent

Other:

5 percent
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The German Feed Association,
DVT, celebrates jubilee
Celebrating 100 years of working for the animal feed sector and its companies.
In September 2018 the German feed
association – Deutscher Verband
Tiernahrung e. V. (DVT) – held its annual
general meeting in Berlin; a large
conference with a variety of speakers.
Together with members and guests from
the whole value chain, politicians, and
other organizations which are close to the
animal feed sector, the DVT was host to
more than 400 guests.
Jan Lahde, the president of the DVT,
stated: “100 years working for the animal
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feed sector and its companies means also
100 years working for animals, for food
and of course working for the future. It is
important to show that it is not only about
animal feeding, but also about our
responsibility regarding the whole value
chain of livestock we are bound to.“
In 1918 – for the first time – feed
producers found an association. Right from
the start their aim was to bundle the
specific interests regarding politics,
customers, stake holders, etc. 100 years

later this way of professional representation
is still up-to-date and effective. In 2018 the
German feed association – Deutscher
Verband Tiernahrung e. V. (DVT) – is
celebrating 100 years of representation of
interests in the form of an organization.
For more information on the DVT, please
visit: www.100jahre.dvtiernahrung.de or
www.dvtiernahrung.de.
Below: Jan Lahde, president of Deutscher
Verband Tiernahrung e. V. (DVT).
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AGCO launches the
new GSI Z-Series
Grain Bin with
Flexwave Technology
at VICTAM in Asia
GSI, a global brand of AGCO, used the
VICTAM 2018 (Thailand) show to launch its
brand new Z-Series grain bin with the
revolutionary Flexwave bin clean-out
technology for the Asia-Pacific market.
While one needs to see it to really
understand how elegant this solution is,
this technology comprises two inflatable
liners that inflate to gently move grain into a
center trough for unloading. The Flexwave
system addresses several issues for
commercial grain storage operators,
including clean-out, safety, and gentle
handling of grain. With traditional sweep
augers, clean-out can be challenging,
resulting in incomplete unloading of grain
and jammed sweeps.
The Flexwave system eliminates these
issues by providing 99% clean-out, with no
manpower needed. Completely
automated, the Flexwave is also much
safer than entering the bin and shoveling
out. The Flexwave system is also the
market leader for gentle unloading, using
less than 1 PSI of force to inflate each liner.
The GSI Z-Series grain bin with Flexwave
technology is bringing complete, safe, and
gentle grain unloading to grain storage
facilities across Asia.

Please visit www.agcocorp.com for more
information.

Laidig Systems –
Automated
material handling
reclaim systems
Laidig Systems Inc. provides customengineered, automated material
handling reclaim systems that are
known throughout the feed and grain
industry for their quality and durability.
Laidig excels in innovative, effective
designs customized to store and
reclaim materials with special handling
requirements. Such materials include
soybean meal, corn germ, rice bran,
other grain meals, and whole grains.
Laidig has designed and engineered a
family of silo bottom reclaim systems
which offer proven performance and
reliability for flat bottom applications
ranging between 2 and 45 meters in
diameter, cone bottom applications,
ranging between 2 to 13 meters in
diameter.
Laidig works diligently with feed
manufacturers and grain facilities to
develop innovative ways of solving
problems including:
• Solutions to prevent bin hang-up.
• Reducing the need for manpower.
• Providing reliable automation.
• Increasing operator safety.
• Helping to control environmental
issues.
• Creating a first in-first out inventory
control for traceability (and feed quality).
• Training for both safety and operation.
Laidig has pioneered the bulk storage
and reclaim industry for nearly 60 years,
and is recognized as the industry leader
in bottom reclaiming. Decades of
experience in developing innovative and
effective designs have enabled Laidig to
expand with confidence into the unique
material-handling applications of the
21st Century.

Save the dates
VICTAM International 2019
12 – 14 June 2019 . Cologne, Germany

VICTAM Asia 2020

24 – 26 March 2020 . Bangkok, Thailand
Visit our website www.victam.com for more details
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Ludwig
Feuchtemessung:
FL-PROFI CHECK
ADVANCED
Ludwig Feuchtemessung’s mobile
measuring unit evaluates the temperature
and moisture of bulk materials of all kinds.
It is very user-friendly due to its ease of
operation and the integration of wireless
technology connection to PC/Laptop.
It has applications in almost every
process situation and allows convenient
evalua-tion, quality control and monitoring
during every phase of processing - from
evaluating the condition of materials to be
processed to the finished product.
Measured value display-ing and parameter
setting via mobile devices with ANDROID
operating system by free download app.
The operation via APP on mobile devices
enables the separation of the measuring
instrument and the control unit. The high
computing power of the PROFI CHECK
ADVANCED is thus fully available for
measuring signal processing, which allows

Sample Carousel
enhances the
Sampling Systems
from Dinnissen
Tracking and tracing, combined with
product quality, is of the essence in the
modern industry. Customers who need
to be 100% sure about their production
quality, and maintain the level over
longer production runs, validate this by
analysing samples taken after process
lines such as drying, mixing, milling
and sifting.
The Sample Carousel enables
validation per batch or process over a
longer time, all connected with the right
automation and sample procedure.
All the client has to do is to select the
desired frequency, volume and weight
of the samples to be taken. The
samples are collected in sampling bags
or jars and then quickly secured with a

the precise execution of complex
measuring procedures.

FL-WAPP Sensor
with changeable
head
The Moisture sensor with changeable
measuring top using wireless data
transmission for mixer and bulk material
use. Complete measured value evaluation
and temperature measurement is integrated
in the FL-WAPP sensors. They are giving
out linear analogue signals 0-20 mA for the
moisture and 4-20 mA for the temperature.
The results can be transmitted to mobile
end devices and also to controls and can
so be directly used for further processing.
They can be parameterized / operated via
manufacturer-independent terminals with
WLAN technology. There is also a free APP
and a Windows program for
parameterization available.
For detailed information, please visit:
www.fludwig.com.
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tri-clamp accessory, from which they
can be released quickly and easily.
Operator deployment is limited to
simply collecting the samples when the
process is done.
The system can be integrated into
new as well as existing production
processes in filling lines, silos, transport
systems, and mixing and packaging
installations. The sampling system is
available in several configurations,
giving you the choice to have 8 up to
16 samples to be taken automatically,
with a wide range of 25 g to 1000 g
per sample.
More information can be found at
www.dinnissen.nl.
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Vortex Gravity Vee Diverter
The Gravity Vee Diverter is designed for
diverting dry bulk materials toward two
destinations simultaneously, each
destination individually, or a complete
material shut-off. Featuring a “dual gate”
design – each with independent actuation
controls – it is ideal for use in highactuation, gravity-fed diverting
applications.
Commonly, the Gravity Vee Diverter is
used to replace traditional configurations
of a slide gate above a “flap” diverter. With
that configuration, it is recommended that
the gate halt flow before the diverter is
shifted. With a Gravity Vee Diverter, the
dual gates can be “shifted on the fly” to
halt and/or permit flow as materials
continuously pass through the valve.
Therefore, the Gravity Vee Diverter
improves processing speeds.

In addition, the Gravity Vee Diverter can
meter and control flow toward each
destination. The Vortex Gravity Vee
Diverter is known for its durability and
ease of maintenance. Primary features

include live-loaded, wear-compensating
hard polymer seals; CAM-adjustable blade
rollers; and bonnet seals which can be
replaced while the diverter remains in-line.
For more than 40 years, Vortex has
provided slide gates, diverter valves and
loading solutions specifically designed for
the handling of dry bulk solids in gravity,
vacuum, dilute or dense phase
applications. Vortex products are
engineered for quality, dependability,
durability, and ease of maintenance,
making them proven material handling
solutions for issues in process efficiency.
Through the expertise of Vortex engineers,
valves can be completely customized for
individual applications or special
installations.
Please visit www.vortexglobal.com for
more information.

STOLZ Mixing Rotosphere
“The mixer Rotosphere MRS or
MRSV types”
The idea of this new machine comes
from human food industry and more
particularly the chocolate makers who
need to clean for batch changing.
The first rotosphere was created 2 years
ago. During these 2 years we improved
our commercial range doing protocols
and industrials tests with the French
Technical center for Feed Industry in
France.
The rotosphere MRS type is used as a
mixer to mix different powders with or
without addition of liquids, It perfectly fits
for premix and feed industries. The
rotosphere MRSV type is used in petfood
or fishfeed industries as a vacuum coater.
This mixer and coater are designed:
• To get simple use
• To obtain high efficiency performances
with short time: variation ratio below
5% and coating up to 25% of liquids
• To provide an easy cleaning
• To have low energy consumption
• Its range is from 100 liters to 1500
liters capacities.
• Standard model is in Stainless steel
304L.
• Options could be electrical tracing and
rock wool insulation with stainless steel
insulation plates.
Please visit www.stolz.fr/en for more
information.
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How to maximize grinding
efficiency and reduce costs
Van Aarsen features the GD hammer mill
with an automatic screen exchange system
and frequency controlled motor, being the
ideal solution to combine optimum grinding
results with high capacity.
Hammer mills are used to grind the raw
materials for animal feed. The raw materials
are fed into the hammer mill where the
impact of hammers rotating at high speed
breaks them down into small particles. The
efficiency of the grinding process depends
on a number of variables, such as the
breaker plate design, the hammer tip
speed and the screen perforation.
Intelligent design and low
maintenance costs
The quality and position of the hammers,
the feeding device and aspiration system

also affect hammer mill performance. Thanks
to intelligent design, Van Aarsen’s GD
hammer mill scores well in all these areas:
• One of the unique features of Van Aarsen
hammer mills is that the hammers can be
rotated or replaced quickly and easily by
a single person.
• The staggered hammer pattern increases
the contact area and therefore grinding
efficiency. The distance between the
hammers and the screen is 25 mm. This
prevents product from circulating in the
grinding chamber and the resulting
energy loss.
• The hammers used for the GD hammer
mill are robust and have a long service
life. They only need to be replaced when
all 4 sides are worn. In combination with
the wear-reducing breaker plates, the

cost for the hammers amounts to less
than 3 euro cents/ton of feed.
• The feeding device must deliver a steady
flow of the raw materials. Because
different materials have different grinding
characteristics, a frequency control on
the feeding device of the GD hammer mill
always ensures the correct supply.
• As standard, the feeding device is
equipped with a magnet and can also be
equipped with a heavy parts separator
for optimum safety and a longer lifetime
of the screens.
With its compact design Van Aarsen’s GD
hammer mill with automatic screen
exchange can be integrated in new and
existing situations. For more information,
please visit www.aarsen.com/machines/
hammer-mills/
Left:
Van Aarsen’s
GD hammer
mill with
automatic
screen
exchange.
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Save the dates
12 – 14 June 2019 . Cologne, Germany

24 – 26 March 2020 . Bangkok, Thailand

The world’s largest
Asia’s largest
feed and grain event feed and grain event
Visit our website www.victam.com for more details
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